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Our promise 
to you
From supplying you with an initial quote, to 
installing your machine into your factory, we 
will be with you every step of the way. We 
build machines that last and are committed to 
giving you the support you need to get the 
most out of it.

Our manufacturing facility
Packweigh operates out of new premises in 
Capalaba Brisbane which houses Sales, 
Design, Production management, servicing 
and manufacturing teams.

Space is available to assemble full bagging 
lines, so that customers can come onsite and 
see equipment running.



Innobulk G Innobulk GS
The Innobulk G is a bulk bag 
filling machine with an auto 
bag release.

The machine features 
retractable hooks, inflatable 
bag spout and automatic bag 
release. Suitable for bags up to 
1200mm high.

This is a bulk bag filling 
machine made in 2 sections 
for taller bags. 

A work platform and sliding 
hooks are also incorporated 
to allow the operator to load 
the bags from one side. 

The bottom section of the unit 
can be changed if you want 
to accommodate even taller 
bags in the future.

Innobulk GX
This bulk bag filling  
option brings pallets in 
automatically. Supplied  
with or without a pallet 
dispenser.

Can be configured with an 
accumulation conveyor.

This unit can be supplied 
with a conveyor system if 
pallets are not required.

Tall bags or product settling
Innobulk GL Innobulk U
The Innobulk GL a bulk bag filling station with  
bag lifting.

It is designed to lower the bag hooks & bag clamp 
allowing for tall bags to be easily loaded. The operator 
presses a button & the system then raises allowing for 
the bag to hang freely so the product fills the bottom 
corners evenly. 

Once the weighing is complete, a fork lift is used 
to place a pallet under the bag & raise the bag.  
The system is designed so when the weight is lifted, 
the hooks will release the bag.

The Innobulk U is a bulk bag 
unloader, that comes with or 
without load cells and weigh 
controls if you need to remove 
a certain amount of product.

Bulk bag unloading

Bulk  
handling

Equipment for filling, weighing and discharging bulk 
bags, from basic setups to fully automated systems.


